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CISE 2012: 13th Congress of the International Society of Ethnobiology
20-25 May 2012 Montpellier (France)

This message is addressed to corresponding authors only. Please share this message with your co-authors, if any.

Dear Mônica Mesquita,

your submission THREE “ETHNOS”: ETHNOBIOLOGY, ETHNOMATHEMATICS, AND ETHNOGRAPHY LIVED IN TWO
LOCAL COMMUNITIES FROM COSTA DE CAPARICA, PORTUGAL., L Laporta [et al.]
(sciencesconf.org:cise2012:4143) has been accepted as a poster for the 13th International Congress of Ethnobiology.

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, I am pleased to invite you to participate in the 13th International Congress of
Ethnobiology in Montpellier, France from May 20 to 25, 2012. 

More specifically, I invite you to present your research in a poster, entitled THREE “ETHNOS”: ETHNOBIOLOGY,
ETHNOMATHEMATICS, AND ETHNOGRAPHY LIVED IN TWO LOCAL COMMUNITIES FROM COSTA DE CAPARICA,
PORTUGAL., L Laporta [et al.] (sciencesconf.org:cise2012:4143).

Please check the congress website within the next few weeks to read more about the schedule (date, time and location) of
your session and about guidelines concerning posters.

Please note that a poster presentation should in no way be considered as a second-class communication. The organizing
committee is preparing a poster platform that will be very attractive, and will allocate a special time-slot with no competing
activities during the congress week for a very stimulating and convivial poster session. Posters linked to a particular oral
session will be exhibited in the same hall with the oral session during that oral session, and several session chairs have
agreed to provide exclusive time for poster introduction. And then they will also be in the poster hall during the full poster
session. Posters will be equally treated with oral presentations in the proceedings, and will be posted online in pdf format
(after authorization by their authors). Last but not least, we are currently working on the possibility for authors to introduce
each of their posters in a short 2 mn video. All received videos would be repeatedly projected on LCD monitors in the poster
hall during the whole week. Demos of such poster introduction videos will be available online soon. We are currently looking
for feedback from poster presenters on this idea. If this is something that you would be able to produce, or if you think it is a
good idea but are unable to produce such a video on your own, please let us know by sending us an email with "Poster
Videos" in the subject line.

Do not hesitate to contact the chairperson of your session should you need any further details about the running of this
session.



Please note that this message is not to be used for travel visa purposes; we will issue a separate letter for the French 
Consulate in your region should you need one. Please contact us separately regarding an official letter for travel visa
purposes.

Please register as soon as possible. The deadline for early registration is 22 February, 2012. We also advise that you make
accommodation arrangements as soon as possible.

Kindly visit the congress website for more information about registration, travel and accommodation.

Yours sincerely,

Edmond Dounias
Chair of the Organizing Committee 


